Archon delivers improved
security for your clients.
Today’s workers use multiple devices and are on the move, presenting unique security
challenges. Traditional UTM systems are not enough as witnessed by continued high profile
Infections and breaches. Archon delivers a next-generation web filtering layer designed to help
overburdened UTM systems meet security requirements.

Five ways Archon outperforms other web filtering security.
Proxy Based Web Filtering
Archon filters traffic through a proxy system allowing you to grant access to some
parts of a site while blocking other. And where DNS leaves users exposed if a safe site
is compromised with malvertising, Archon’s proxy scans all portions regardless
of reputation.

Total Endpoint Protection
Traditional UTM systems only protect devices inside their networks, leaving employees
outside the perimeter exposed. Archon protection travels with the device.

Cloud Based Management
Centrally managed and deployed with a single click, Archon eliminates the need to
maintain costly hardware. Updates are sent to all protected devices regardless of their
location eliminating the need to VPN back into the security perimeter for protection.

Machine Learning Optimization
Capable of learning from each new deployment and scanned site, Archon self
optimizes. Discoveries are then shared to ensure the entire Archon-protected
community of networks benefit.

Better Security Visibility
Through its intuitive dashboard and detailed reporting, Archon can provide levels of
visibility other systems can’t. Monitor logs, track activity, see who did what, when
and where.

Upgrade your clients to better security with Zorus Archon.

Contact Zorus for a free demo
888-428-2343 or sales@zorustech.com.
www.zorustech.com

A Better Business Opportunity for You.
Sold exclusively through our MSP relationships, Archon is designed to offer the best frontline level of
web-filtering security available. In addition, Archon reduces your cost and overhead while increasing
revenue opportunities for you.

Archon is a smarter
approach to web security
Here’s why:

Better protection, more easily deployed.
Archon protects at the device level through a local agent
connected to a cloud platform. With a single click, you
can deploy Archon to an entire network, from your desk.

It’s easier to manage and maintain.
With Archon, you don’t need to maintain local hardware
and client facilities. Updates are distributed through
cloud-based architecture, allowing you to update a
network (or many networks) quickly and easily.

Scales easily
Providing Archon security to new users or entire new
companies is quick and easy and can usually be done
without leaving your office.

Simple pricing. Added revenue potential.
While it provides coverage by device, Archon is offered
through a subscription model based on users. That
means MSPs can resell Archon by device, potentially
widening their margins.
Deployment, maintenance, monitoring and reporting
are all easily managed from Archon’s robust dashboard.

It costs less.
Add up the hard cost savings from forgoing hardware
maintenance expenses and the value of the time and
effort associated with working on-site with clients and
Archon simply costs less.

Built to grow with your business
Archon’s pricing model is tiered, offering discounted
subscription rates at higher volumes. As you grow your
business and deploy Archon more broadly, your costs
decrease, and your profits increase.

Protect your client and grow your revenue with Archon.
Archon is easily deployed, designed to reduce your operating costs and offered with room
for real revenue generation. Ask for a demo today.

Contact us at 888-428-2343 or sales@zorustech.com
You can also learn more at Zorustech.com.

